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On the cover:
2 examples of
condensed, tightly
packed lettering
from Julian Waters’
blackletter workshop,
top: Kathy Orf,
bottom: Leslie
Barnes...I apologize
for the poor picture
quality of the latter
(taken through glass)
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FROM
THE
PRESIDENT
May
24 Dorothy Maxwell

To the StLCG:
During the February board of governors
meeting I was asked to accept the presidency
of the St. Louis Calligraphy Guild. With great
trepidation I said yes. We all owe Kathy Orf a
huge thank you for serving in this position so
selflessly for so long. I have huge shoes to fill
and hope you will bear with me as I try them
on.
This year we will determine options for
meetings and workshops as we closed "Art
Space" in Crestwood Mall in February. We
are planning a lecture and workshop with
Timothy Botts in October 2012 at HarrisStowe State University (as of this writing).
Hopefully as many members as possible will
attend the event. One of our ongoing goals is
to get more participation from our membership and also to increase it.
I want to hear from any of you who have
suggestions, complaints, ideas on improving
our guild, anything and everything that might
help me and the board to do our job and
serve you.
I have not been a very active member in the
guild even though I was present at its inception 32 years ago and my knowledge of how
thing run is minimal, so I am depending on
you for help.
Here's to a good year!
Susan Zenner

May 19, 2012 field trip to The Papercut Haggadah
by Archie Granot at MOCRA on the SLU campus.
The stories and rituals of the Jewish festival of
Passover, presented in the traditional medium of
papercutting. Meet at the gallery at 11 am. Lunch
afterward at “Cafe Ventana” nearby on West Pine.
Visit mocra.slu.edu for maps and parking info.
August 6, 2012 Monday 7pm Board meeting at the
home of Susan Zenner, 37 Frontenac Estates Dr.
St. Louis 63131
September: watch your e-mails for a paper casting
demo we are in the process of working out! Stay
tuned!
October 5, 2012 7:30 Timothy Botts lecture at the
Harris-Stowe University campus. Details to follow

June
6 Leslie Barnes
9 Trini Kelly
18 Tomoko Yoshido
22 Carol Savage
25 Tracee Wolter
July
1 Cheryl Tefft
4 Carol Dillon
6 Susan Zenner
11 Peggy Kunkel
21 Mary Glasgow
23 Ruth Wernli
23 Victoria Egan
28 Jane Sehnert
31 Barb Reed
31 Kathy Orf
August
17 Patricia Dresler
23 Judy Mohler
31 Denise Gerstung

October 6 & 7, 2012 9 to 5 Timothy Botts workshop “Emerging Letters” on the Harris Stowe
campus. See pg 10 for a description.
November 2-4, 2012 Calligraphy retreat
Friday 6 pm through Sunday 3 pm (eat before
you arrive on Friday) Todd Hall Retreat Center in
Columbia, IL Cost: $110. for the weekend
(meals included) This is a fun time to get away
and get creative!!!
December 1, 2012--Holiday party, 6:30 pm at the
home of Susan Zenner
Mar. 2013--Joanne Kluba workshop, see pg. 5

minuscule and the
Julian Waters
lecture and
workshops are
funded
in part by the
Regional Arts
Commission
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REMINDER: If you
haven't sent in your
2011-2012 dues
yet, now is the time.
Mail to Barb Reed
5733 Lindenwood
STL, MO 63109

M E M B E R

Member Joan Merrell had the calligraphic
painting at left chosen to show in an
international exhibit in Salt Lake City. Joan's
painting was one of 198 that will show
from a pool of over 1150 entries, and one
of 15 that garnered a purchase award. Joan
said she learned the background technique
she used from Randall Hasson at a calligraphy conference. Congratulations, Joan!

Detail of Joan’s piece
At bottom left,
Member, Carol
Savage currently
splits her time between St. Louis and
Tennessee
where she
is a regular
customer at
the new
Paper and
Ink Arts.
Carol on
left, with
owner
Jennifer
Allen and
STL Guild
member,
Nancy
Moreton.
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Kathy Orf has had 5 pieces chosen to be
included in a new calligraphy book being
written by Australian calligrapher Gaye
Godfrey-Nicholls. The book will be titled
Calligraphy:Tools and Techniques for the
Contemporary Calligrapher. Will let you
know when it is published!
Member’s artwork, below: shared by Carol Nichols
(top left), Carol Savage, (top right) and Barb Reed,
(bottom right).

Workshop description for March 2013
Handmade Books for Calligraphers
Taught by member, Joanne Kluba
tentative dates set for March 16-17, 2013
from10 am to 4 pm
Handcrafted books using calligraphy make marvelous works of art. In this 2-day workshop participants will learn the basic skills needed to make
books. This will focus on paper and media choices,
paper folding, tearing, and cutting, and adhesives
needed to complete well-constructed books. Tools
will be introduced and parts of the book and their
structural function will be reviewed. Endpapers,
sewing methods and integrating design and creating signatures for books. Instruction will include
ideas on how to merge concept and the book
form. Three books will be completed, including accordion, stab-binding and pamphlet books. If time
allows the workshop will include creating a phase
box container for one of the books.
I have been on a number
of religious retreats teams
in the last few years, and
in preparation each time,
I have taken to doing tiny
works of calligraphy every
morning as a sort of
offering. I cut paste paper
into 4” x 5” pieces and
using a bible verse, black
ink, and a Brause EF66 nib,
I sit down and letter. No
planning, no lines drawn,
just try to make use of the
paper art. Of course, with
no planning, some turn
out better than others,
but I wanted to share a
few here. Obviously, they
look much better in color.
When the retreat weekend comes, I give one to each person
attending. Give this a try! – Kathy Orf

Budget: Barb Reed
Database &
Website:
Charles Mullen
Grant: Barb Reed
Hospitality:
Denise Gerstung
Nancy Grable
Mailing:
Barb Reed,
Charles Mullen
Membership:
Nancy Grable
Workshops:
Leslie Barnes
Publications:
Kathy Orf
Communication:
Carol Savage
Special Projects
& PR: Patricia
Dresler
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FYI:
SAINT ELFLEDA -Elflida is the patron
saint of calligraphers.
She oversaw the
writing of Gregory
the Great's biography.
She is the daughter
of Oswy and Enfleda.
For more info, see the
Book of Saints.
submitted by Barb
Reed

This page:
Julian demonstrating,
and his examples

JULIAN
WATERS
Review of all three workshops by Nancy Grable

This year the St. Louis Calligraphy Guild hosted a
series of three workshops from the internationally
recognized calligrapher, Julian Waters.
The first workshop, October 22-23, 2011, was
Make Your Italic Sing! This
workshop was especially
helpful for calligraphers with
some experience in Italic
lettering, as the primary focus
was to experiment with different versions of Italic.
Julian created a workshop
book, Italic Variations: Refinement and Expression, filled not only with
examples of his own Italic variations, but
also historical examples of the progression of the Italic hand as it evolved from
Roman letters. Some other books
recommended by Julian are: “The Origin
of the Serif ” by Edward Catich, “Historical Scripts” by Stan Knight and “An Italic
Copybook – The Cananeo Manuscript”
by Stephen Harvard.
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To prepare for lettering, consider the following: angle of surface - sloped board;
angle of pen on surface – not pen angle;
grip of pen in hand. Keep in mind that a steeper
angle allows better ink flow and ability to make

better thins. The most important feature of Italic
is the consistency of thins across the body of
text. For pen angle relationship with letter slant,
adjust to angle of vertical line slope rather than
baseline – 45 degree angle is not always the best
guideline. However, small lettering needs exaggerated thicks and thins, so it is necessary to use
a flatter pen angle.
Julian allowed plenty of time to experiment and
play with the various Italic styles. For me, it was
a great opportunity to move outside of my usual
Italic version and develop confidence while using
some other beautiful styles.

From the second,
Blackletter workshop;
top, lettering by
Cheryl Tefft,
middle, Peggy Kunkel,
and bottom, Barb
Reed hard at work

The second workshop,
February 11-12, 2012, was
Blackletter. This style is one
of Julian’s favorites and his
specific expertise. He created
a workshop book, Blackletter
Variations: Inspirations and
Interpretations” for this class as well.
This book also showed many examples of historical scripts, particularly the Fraktur script from which
Blackletter evolved.
Blackletter, also called Gothic, is all
about the “white” spacing….carve
black around white to create the letters. According to Julian, “beautiful
letters badly spaced is worse than
bad letters perfectly spaced”. This
phrase gave me the courage to try
variations and focus on the spacing
instead of stressing over the letterforms!
There are numerous versions of
Blackletter using different pen angles
and joins – from hairlines to flat,
overlapping stokes. Be careful of
angles when joining – the strokes
can end up going downhill. Uncial capitals work
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Artwork, from third
workshop,Writing
on the Edge; top
and bottom: Denise
Gerstung, middle,
Kathy Orf.

best with Blackletter. Use flourishes, swashes, thin
vertical lines, or dots to fill space accordingly for
best textural design. Roman capitals can be used
occasionally, but don’t mix styles of capitals in the
same piece. Split letter capitals, fraktur capitals
and double letter capitals are good emphasis with
Blackletter…use split pens for the best letterforms.We ended the class with lettering on large
sheets of brightly colored paper, using compressed
Blackletter styles. These pieces turned into lovely
textural designs! (See cover art for examples.)
Julian’s third and final workshop, Writing on the Edge:
Modern Calligraphic Techniques, was held April 21-22,
2012. This workshop emphasized manipulation of broad
pen and ruling pen in creative
ways.
Julian demonstrated various
types of ruling pens: some
larger ones have reservoirs to
hold ink, some have angles to
work like a broad edge pen.
Pens from the Jim Chin line such as Butterfly, Moth, Firefly,
etc. - have broad edges and
curves to roll over from thick
to thin lines.
Another extensive workbook
was provided by Julian with
many samples of his work
and historical examples.
These samples showed the
various stroke methods –
use of finger, wrist and arm
manipulation; pressure; beginnings and endings; directional
leaning.
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Julian also suggested thinking about working wet
or dry. Larger pens/letters/artwork must be wet.

Smaller pieces that need fine hairlines are better
with drier pens, even doing the thick strokes and
coming back to the thin lines as the pen dries out.
In larger pieces, speed tends to give good lettering flow. However, Julian recommended
pausing between strokes to think about
the next move/stroke. It should not be
automatic writing….it’s design.

Cheryl Tefft at Julian
Waters’ third workshop

Throughout this workshop, we experimented with ruling pens, folded pens and
automatic pens. We tried lettering in all
capitals, condensed with all thick lines or
versions with thicks and thins. On Sunday, we worked with lower case letters.
The objective of this workshop was to
concentrate on making a texture, with
consistency or inconsistency of letterforms, focusing on negative/white space,
line spacing or no line spacing. Perfect
letterforms are not necessary!
I truly enjoyed these workshops and the
opportunity to work with and learn from
Julian. Our workbooks are wonderful reference tools that I’ve already found many
opportunities to use. Thanks to Julian for
the delightful series!
Above, artwork by
Leslie Barnes
Left, Guess who?
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submitted by Kara
Brawley

sites of interest
Just for fun:
http://www.brainpickings.org/index.
php/2012/03/21/
monk-complaintsmanuscripts/
Here is a handy
website for generating
guideline sheets based
on your nib height,
style, letter slant and
spacing etc.
Check it out!
http://www.
allunderone.org/
calligraphy2/
calligraphy.php

Scribes of Hope II is sponsored by Christians In the
Visual Arts. This exhibition will feature calligraphy that
directly quotes either the Old or New Testament or
is inspired by the Bible, texts from other inspirational
sources, and any text that deepens our understanding of the relationship between art and faith. As Botts
explains it, “the treatment of any text that is consistent
with the hope of the Gospel is welcomed.” Texts can
be in any language and the juror will consider work
that is executed in any medium.
Timothy Botts is curating this exhibit.
Online Entry & Participation Process
June 1, 2012 - Submissions completed online.
June 30, 2012 - Notifications sent to artists by juror
Timothy Botts.
September 1, 2012 - Work shipped.
See www.civa.org/exhibits for more details.

Timothy Botts workshop
description for Fall 2012
(If only we could have had this
before the exhibit, above!)

Tim Botts and the
cover of his new
book.
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The goal of this class is to
interweave letters and backgrounds so that they become
unified in a simple work. We
will begin by painting abstract
backgrounds to various musical moods and then adding multiple layers of writing in various sizes. Resist and
stenciling will be used to play, with positive and negative perception of space. Translucent collage and color
pencil will be used to mask or blend awkward parts of
the composition. Other techniques using spray, splatter,
salt and sponge will be used to create atmosphere and
texture. The result will be to create visual depth and
richness in one’s work that can support the passion of
what we want to express.

Conferences and Classes
International Calligraphy Conference:
Calligraphy Northwest 2012
June 24 – July 1, 2012
Reed College, Portland, Oregon
For more information and to see what classes are still
available, please go to their website:
http://www.2012calligraphyconference.com
August 9 - 12, 2012
Carelton College, Northfield,
Minnesota

You are invited .....
to join the MIDWEST Art and Lettering Retreat for
four full days of art exploration and creation. The quiet
campus setting of Carleton College in Northfield MN
provides a perfect opportunity to "find yourself in a new,
great and wonderful place". https://sites.google.com/site/
midwestretreat/
2013 International Calligraphy Conference
SAVE THE DATE!
Summit Scribes presents
The Summit at Colorado Springs
on the Colorado College campus
July 21 - 28, 2013

Cheryl Tefft: Beg. calligraphy through the Parkway District, 5 classes on Wed. nights starting June 6. For info
call 314-415-7004. Also, available in the fall.
Leslie Barnes: Uncial Class through Meramec CC
starting Tues., June 5 from 7-9 pm. Call 314.984.7777
to register. May study a different hand with Leslie.
Barb Reed: Beg. Italic class at Nottingham Community School, fall 2012. Please check www.stlcalligraphyguild.org for details as they become available.

Think what a book is.
It is a portion of the
eternal mind caught
in its process through
the world, stamped
in an instant, and
preserved for eternity.
-- Lord Houghton
The best of a book
is not the thought
which it contains,
but the thought
which it suggests;
just as the charm of
music swells not in
the tones but in the
echoes of our hearts.
-- Oliver Wendell
Holmes
Always read something that will make
you look good if you
die in the middle of
it. -- P.J. O'Rourke

Thank you to Nancy
Grable for her workshop review article;
Joanne Kluba, Susan
Zenner and Denise
Gerstung for help
with the calendar
and all events; Carol
Savage for taking
many of the photos
and to all who sent
suggestions or have
art included in this
newsletter.
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